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SUMMARY

We present some advances, both from a theoretical and from a computational point of view, on a quadratic vector
equation (QVE) arising in Markovian Binary Trees. Concerning the theoretical advances, some irreducibility
assumptions are relaxed, and the minimality of the solutionof the QVE is expressed in terms of properties of
the Jacobian of a suitable function. From the computationalpoint of view, we elaborate on the Perron vector-based
iteration proposed in [1]. In particular we provide a condition which ensures that the Perron iteration converges to
the sought solution of the QVE. Moreover we introduce a variant of the algorithm which consists in applying the
Newton method instead of a fixed-point iteration. This method has the same convergence behaviour as the Perron
iteration, since it tends to converge faster for close-to-critical problems. Moreover, unlike the Perron iteration, the
method has a quadratic convergence. Finally, we show that itis possible to alter the bilinear form defining the
QVE in several ways without changing the solution. This modification has an impact on convergence speed of the
algorithms.
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1. Introduction

Markovian Binary Trees (MBTs) are a particular family of branching processes, which are used to
model the growth of populations consisting of several typesof individuals who evolve independently
and may produce a variable number of offsprings during theirlifetime. MBTs have applications
in biology, epidemiology and also in telecommunication systems. We refer the reader to [2, 3] for
definitions, properties and applications.

One important issue related to MBTs is the computation of theextinction probability of the
population, which can be characterized as the minimal nonnegative solution

x∗ ∈RN
+ , with RN

+ := {v ∈ RN : vi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N},

of the quadratic vector equation (QVE for short)

x = a+ b(x, x), (1)
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wherea ∈ RN
+ , b : RN

+ × RN
+ → RN

+ is a vector-valued bilinear form, such that the vector
e = (1, 1, . . . , 1)T is always a solution of (1). To denote the entries ofb in coordinates, we use the
notationbijk := eTi b(ej , ek), whereeℓ is theℓth vector of the canonical basis. With this choice,

(b(x, y))i =
∑

j,k

bijkxjyk.

In many papers the notationb(s, t) = B(s ⊗ t), with B ∈ RN×N2

+ and⊗ denoting the Kronecker
product, is used instead; one can see that the two representations are equivalent. We favor the former,
since it highlights the symmetry features of the problem. Wemention the fact that the functions
obtained by fixing the first or the second argument of the bilinear form, i.e.,b(y, ·) and b(·, z) for
suitabley, z ∈ RN

+ , are linear maps fromRN
+ to itself, and thus they can be represented byN × N

matrices with nonnegative entries.
The MBT is called subcritical, supercritical or critical ifthe spectral radiusρ(R) of the matrix

R := b(e, ·) + b(·, e) (2)

is strictly less than one, strictly greater than one, or equal to one, respectively.
Under the stated assumptions, one can prove the existence ofa minimal nonnegative solution in the

componentwise ordering. A proof using minimal hypotheses is presented in [4]. In the subcritical and
critical cases the minimal nonnegative solution is the vector of all ones, while in the supercritical case
x∗ ≤ e, x∗ 6= e. Thus, only the supercritical case is of interest for the computation ofx∗.

Moreover, in the following we shall focus on the case in whichx∗ > 0. It is shown in [4] how
to detect reliably the cases when this property does not hold, and reduce them to problems of lower
dimension with strictly positive minimal solution.

Several iterative methods have been proposed and analyzed for computing the vectorx∗. In [2] the
authors propose two fixed point iterations with linear convergence, calleddepthandorder algorithms.
Another linearly convergent algorithm, calledthicknessesalgorithm, is proposed in [3]. In [5] and in
[6] two variants of Newton’s method are proposed. A different algorithm, based on a Perron vector
iteration, is proposed in [1]. This algorithm, unlike classical iterative methods, tends to converge faster
when applied to close to critical problems.

In this paper we provide theoretical and computational advances concerning the QVE (1). We first
show that the matrixR of (2) can be assumed to be irreducible, since if it were reducible, we may
reduce the problem of solving (1) to the problem of solving QVEs of smaller dimension, whose
associated matrixR is irreducible. Assuming thatR is irreducible, we provide a new characterization
of the minimal nonnegative solutionx∗, in terms of the properties of the Jacobian of the function
F (x) = x − a − b(x, x), evaluated atx = x∗. This property, which complements the results in [4],
allows us to give a condition which ensures that the limit of the Perron vector-based iteration provides
the sought solutionx∗ of the quadratic vector equation.

Moreover, we introduce a variant of the Perron vector-basediteration, which consists in applying
the Newton method instead of a fixed-point iteration. This method is quadratically convergent, and
has the same convergence behaviour as the Perron iteration,as it tends to converge faster for close-to-
critical problems. The number of iterations needed by this variant is usually lower than the number of
iterations needed by the original Perron iteration. However, due to the larger complexity of the single
iteration step, the Newton-based method is generally slower than the Perron iteration, in terms of total
computational time.

Finally, we show that it is possible to alter the bilinearb(x, y) form definining the QVE in several
ways without changing the solution. This modification has animpact on convergence speed: in most
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examples, making the wrong choice can double the number of iterations needed. We show that, at least
on the experiments reported, the best results are given by a symmetrization of the original bilinear
form.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall classical algorithms based on fixed point
iterations, while in Section 3 we recall the Perron-based iteration. In Section 4 we discuss the case
where the matrixR of (2) is reducible, and we reduce the QVE to smaller size QVEswhose associated
matrixR is irreducible. In Section 5 the minimality of the solutionx∗ of the QVE is expressed in terms
of properties of the Jacobian of the functionF (x) atx = x∗. This result is used in Section 6 to ensure
that the limit of the Perron-based iteration provides the sought solutionx∗. The Newton version of the
Perron-based iteration is proposed in Section 7. In Section8 the choice of the bilinear formb(x, y) is
discussed. The results of the numerical experiments are presented and discussed in Section 9. We draw
conclusions in Section 10.

2. Classical iterations

Several iterative methods have been proposed and analyzed for computing the vectorx∗. In [2] the
authors propose two iterations with linear convergence, called depthandorderalgorithms. The former
consists in the simple functional iteration

xk+1 = a+ b(xk, xk),

the latter in

(I − b(·, xk))xk+1 = a, (3)

or in the alternative version

(I − b(xk, ·))xk+1 = a, (4)

obtained by swapping the “left” and “right” branches of the binary tree. The two versions have in
general different convergence speed. Thethicknessesalgorithm, still linearly convergent, is proposed
in [3] and consists in alternating iterations of (3) and (4).

In [5] the authors apply the Newton method to the map

F (x) := x− a− b(x, x), (5)

obtaining the iteration defined by

(I − b(xk, ·)− b(·, xk))xk+1 = a− b(xk, xk), (6)

which converges quadratically. Its convergence speed is usually much higher than that of the previous,
linearly-convergent iterations. A modification of the Newton method, which increases slightly its
convergence speed, has been proposed in [6].

All these methods have probabilistic interpretations, in that theirk-th iteratexk can be interpreted
as the probability of extinction of the process restricted to a special subtreeTk. Each of them provides
a sequence{xk}k of nonnegative vectors, withx0 = (0, . . . , 0)T , which converges monotonically to
the minimal nonnegative solutionx∗. A common feature of all these methods is that their convergence
speed slows down when the problem, while being supercritical, getsclose to critical, i.e., the vectorx∗

approaches the vector of all ones. This happens because the mean extinction time increases, and thus
sampling larger and larger trees is needed to capture the behavior of the iteration.
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3. A Perron-vector-based iteration

In [1], the authors propose an iterative scheme based on a different interpretation. Let us suppose for
now that the nonnegative matrixR, as defined in (2), is irreducible — we discuss this assumption in
Section 4. Then, since irreducibility depends only on the zero pattern of the matrix,b(u, ·) + b(·, v) is
irreducible for eachu, v ∈ RN

+ with strictly positive entries.
If we sety = e− x, equation (1) becomes

y = b(y, e) + b(e, y)− b(y, y). (7)

A special solution of (7) isy∗ = e − x∗, wherex∗ is the minimal nonnegative solution of (1). Notice
that0 ≤ y∗ ≤ e. In the probability interpretation of Markovian Binary Trees, sincex∗ represents the
extinction probability, theny∗ = e − x∗ can be interpreted as survival probability. In particular,y∗i
is the probability that a colony starting from a single individual in statei does not become extinct in
a finite time. The three summands in the right-hand side of (7)also admit an interesting probabilistic
interpretation [1].

If we setHy := b(·, e) + b(e− y, ·), equation (7) becomes

y = Hyy. (8)

If Hy is nonnegative and irreducible (which happens for sure ify < e, in view of the irreducibility
of R), then the Perron-Frobenius theorem implies thatρ(Hy∗) = 1 andy∗ is the Perron vector of the
matrixHy∗ .

This interpretation allows to design new algorithms for computingy∗ andx∗. Applying a functional
iteration directly to (8), or the Newton method, gives nothing new, since we just made a change of
variable. However, if we definePV(M) as the map that associates with a nonnegative irreducible
matrixM its Perron vector, we may rewrite (8) as

y = PV(Hy). (9)

We may apply a fixed-point iteration to solve (9), thus generating a sequence{yk}k of positive vectors
such that the vectoryk+1 is the Perron vector of the matrixHyk

, i.e.,

yk+1 = PV(Hyk
). (10)

A suitable normalization of the Perron vector, consistent with the solution, is needed to obtain a
well-posed iteration. An optimal normalization choice is suggested in [1]. If we takew as the Perron
vector of the nonnegative irreducible matrixRT , then we may normalizeyk+1 so that

wT (yk+1 − b(yk+1, e)− b(e, yk+1) + b(yk+1, yk+1)) = 0, (11)

i.e., we impose that the residual of (8) fory = yk+1 is orthogonal tow. With this choice, one can prove
[1] that the convergence speed of the sequence{yk}k defined in (10), with the normalization condition
(11), is linear with a small convergence factor for close-to-critical problems, and tends to superlinear as
the considered problems approach criticality. Thus, although the convergence of this method is linear,
surprisingly its speedincreasesas the problem gets close to critical, unlike the classical iterations.

4. Dealing with reducibleR

The following result shows that whenR is reducible we can reduce a QVE to two lower-dimensional
problems to be solved successively with a kind of back-substitution. Therefore, for the solution of a
generic QVE, we only need to apply the Perron iteration to thecase in whichR is irreducible.
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Theorem 1. Suppose that, for a QVE(1) with x∗ > 0, we have

R =

[

R11 R12

0 R22

]

,

whereR11 isM ×M andR22 is (N −M)× (N −M). Let

x =

[

x1

x2

]

, x∗ =

[

x∗
1

x∗
2

]

, a =

[

a1
a2

]

be partitioned accordingly. Let

P :=
[

IM 0M×(N−M)

]

, Q :=
[

0(N−M)×M IN−M

]

,

be the restrictions to the firstM and lastN −M components respectively. Let us define the bilinear
form onRN−M

+

b2(u, v) := Qb(QTu,QT v).

Moreover, for eachy ∈ RN−M
+ , let us define

Ty :=IM − Pb(·, QT y)PT − Pb(QTy, ·)PT , ay :=Ty
−1(a1 + Pb(QT y,QTy)),

and the bilinear form onRM
+

by(u, v) := Ty
−1Pb(PTu, PT v).

Then,

1. x solves(1) if and only ifTx2
is nonsingular, and its block componentsx2 andx1 solve respectively

the two quadratic vector equations
x2 = a2 + b2(x2, x2) (12)

and
x1 = ax2

+ bx2
(x1, x1). (13)

2. If x∗ is the minimal solution to(1), then x∗
1 and x∗

2 are the minimal solution to(13) and (12)
respectively.

Proof First notice that sinceP andQ are restrictions to complementary sets of entries, (1) holds if
and only if it holds on both sets, i.e.,

x1 =a1 + Pb(x, x), (14a)

x2 =a2 +Qb(x, x). (14b)

SinceRij =
∑N

k=1(bijk + bikj), it follows from the block structure ofR (and frombijk ≥ 0) that
bijk = 0 wheneveri > M and eitherj ≤ M or k ≤ M . This implies that the second block
row of b(u, v) depends only on the second block rows ofu and v. We can write this formally as
Qb(u, v) = Qb(QTQu,QTQv). Then, (14b) is equivalent to (12).

By exploiting bilinearity and the fact thatPTP +QTQ = IN , we can rewrite (14a) as

x1 = a1 + Pb(PTx1, P
Tx1) + Pb(PTx1, Q

Tx2) + Pb(QTx2, P
Tx1) + Pb(QTx2, Q

Tx2),
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or

Tx2
x1 = a1 + Pb(QTx2, Q

Tx2) + Pb(PTx1, P
Tx1). (15)

Since the right-hand side is nonnegative andx1 is positive, the Z-matrixTx2
is an M-matrix. Notice that

Tx2
cannot be singular, otherwise0 = a1 = Pb(QTx2, Q

Tx2) = Pb(PTx1, P
Tx1) and

[

0T xT
2

]T

would be a solution of (1), contradicting the fact that the minimal solution is strictly positive. Therefore,
we may multiply (15) by its inverse to get (13). The steps in the above proof can be reversed provided
Tx2

is nonsingular, thus the converse implication holds as well.
Let us now prove the second part of the theorem. Equation (12)admits a minimal solution due to

the general existence theorem (since it admits at least a solution); suppose it isx2 6= x∗
2; then, by

minimality,x2 ≤ x∗
2. The matrixTx2

≥ Tx∗

2
is an M-matrix, thusT−1

x∗

2
≥ T−1

x2
. Therefore,ax2

≤ ax∗

2

andbx2
≤ bx∗

2
. We have

x∗
1 = ax∗

2
+ bx∗

2
(x∗

1, x
∗
1) ≥ ax2

+ bx2
(x∗

1, x
∗
1),

thus the equation (13) has a supersolution, and this impliesthat it has a solution by [4, Lemma 5]. Let
x1 be its minimal solution; then,x is a solution to (1) by the first part of this theorem, but this is in
contradiction with the minimality ofx∗, sincex2 � x∗

2. Thereforex∗
2 is the minimal solution to (12).

If (13) admitted a solutionx1 � x∗
1, then by the first part of the theorem

[

x1

x∗
2

]

would be a solution to (1), and this again contradicts the minimality of x∗.

2

Let F ′
x := I − b(x, ·) − b(·, x) be the Jacobian of the mapF (x) defined in (5) (see [5, 4]). Notice

that if x > 0, thenF ′
x has the same positivity pattern asR, and thus is irreducible wheneverR is.

Moreover, whenx = e is a solution to (1), then the all-ones vectors of suitable dimension solve (12)
and (13), thus the Perron vector-based iteration can be applied to the reduced problems as well.

5. An alternative characterization of minimality

The following theorem provides a practical criterion to check the minimality of a solution.

Theorem 2. Letx > 0 be a solution of(1) and assume thatR is irreducible. Then,F ′
x is an M-matrix

if and only ifx is minimal.

Proof The implication (x∗ minimal)⇒ (F ′
x∗ is an M-matrix) has been proved in [4]. We prove the

converse here. The proof is split in two different arguments, according to whetherF ′
x is a singular or

nonsingular M-matrix.
LetF ′

x be a nonsingular M-matrix, and letx̄ be another nonnegative solution; we need to prove that
x̄− x ≥ 0. From the Taylor expansion ofF (x) (and the fact thatF ′′ ≤ 0) we have

0 = F (x̄) = F (x) + F ′
x(x̄− x) +

1

2
F ′′
x (x̄− x, x̄− x) ≤ F ′

x(x̄− x),
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that is,F ′
x(x̄− x) ≥ 0. It suffices to multiply by(F ′

x)
−1 ≥ 0 to getx̄− x ≥ 0, as needed.

Let nowF ′
x be a singular M-matrix. Suppose thatx is not minimal, andx∗ � x is the minimal

solution to (1). Then,F ′
x∗ 	 F ′

x is a (singular or nonsingular) M-matrix, by the converse implication
of this theorem. Thus, by the properties of M-matrices,F ′

x must be a nonsingular M-matrix, which is
a contradiction.

2

Notice that this characterization of minimality allows to deduce easily the fact, claimed above, that
the solutione is minimal only in the subcritical and critical cases.

6. On the limit of the Perron iteration

The following result shows that, under reasonable assumptions, the limit of the Perron vector-based
iteration is the minimal solution of (1).

Theorem 3. Suppose thatR is irreducible, and thatx∗ > 0. Suppose that the Perron iteration(10),
with normalizing condition(11), converges to a vectory∗ such thaty∗ ≤ e. Then,x = e − y∗ is the
minimal solution of(1).

Proof Let us first prove that the spectral radius ofHy∗ is 1. The iterates of the Perron iteration satisfy

λk+1yk+1 = Hyk
yk+1, (16a)

wT (yk+1 −Hyk+1
yk+1) = 0. (16b)

Taking the limit ask →∞ in (16), we get

λ∗y∗ = Hy∗y∗, (17a)

wT (y∗ −Hy∗y∗) = 0. (17b)

Notice thatλ∗ is well-defined, as it may be defined as the common ratio between the components of
Hy∗y∗ and those ofy∗. We left-multiply (17a) bywT to getwT (λ∗y∗−Hy∗y∗) = 0, which, compared
to (17b), tells us thatλ∗ = 1. In particular, this implies thatx = e− y∗ is a solution of (1), as we may
verify directly by back-substitution.

Moreover,ρ(Hy∗) = 1, and thusI −Hy∗ = I − b(e − y∗, ·)− b(·, e) is a singular M-matrix. Thus
the Z-matrixF ′

x = I − b(e− y∗, ·)− b(·, e− y∗) ≥ I − b(e− y∗, ·)− b(·, e) is an M-matrix, too. By
Theorem 2, this implies thatx = e− y∗ is minimal.

2

7. The Perron–Newton method

We may also apply Newton’s method for the solution of (9).

Copyright c© 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Numer. Linear Algebra Appl.2000;00:1–6
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We first recall the following result from [1], which providesan explicit form for the Jacobian of the
iteration mapG(y) defining the iteration (10) with the normalization (11), i.e.,

G(y) := the Perron vector ofHy, normalized s.t.wT
(

G(y)−HG(y)G(y)
)

= 0.

Theorem 4. Let y be such thatHy is nonnegative and irreducible. Letu = G(y), and letv be such
thatvTHy = λvT , whereλ = ρ(Hy). Then the Jacobian of the mapG at y is

JGy =

(

I −
uσT

1

σT
1 u

)

(Hy − λI)†
(

I −
uvT

vTu

)

b(·, u), (18)

where

σT
1 := wT (I − b(e− u, ·)− b(·, e− u))

and the symbol† denotes the Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse.

With the aid of this formula, we may define the Perron–Newton method for the solution of (1) as in
Algorithm 1.

input: the bilinear formb (note thata is not necessary — in fact it can be deduced from
e = a+ b(e, e))

input: the normalization vectorw > 0 (a good choice is taking the Perron vector ofRT , see [1])
y ← e;
while a suitable stopping criterion is not satisfieddo

u← G(y);
J ← JGy (computed using (18));
y ← y − (I − J)−1(y − u);

end
if 0 ≤ y ≤ e then

x← e− y;
else

(error: no convergence);
end

Algorithm 1: The Perron–Newton algorithm

A step of Newton’s method basically requires a step of the Perron vector-based fixed-point iteration
associated with (9), followed by the computation of a Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse and the solution
of a linear system. Thus its cost is larger than, but still comparable to, the cost of a step of the Perron
vector-based functional iteration. This is compensated bythe fact that the Newton method has quadratic
convergence, and thus requires less iterations.

The convergence properties of the Perron–Newton method forclose-to-critical problems are similar
to those of the Perron vector-based functional iteration. For close-to-critical problems one hasx∗ ≈ e,
thereforeρ(JGy∗) ≈ 0. Hence, by the Newton–Kantorovich theorem [7] there is convergence for
sufficiently close-to-critical problems. The proof of Theorem 3 can be easily adapted to show that
the limit point must correspond to the minimal solution of (1) if 0 ≤ y∗ ≤ e. Moreover, since
ρ(JGy∗) ≈ 0, the matrix to invert is well-conditioned andy −G(y) has a simple zero.

Copyright c© 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Numer. Linear Algebra Appl.2000;00:1–6
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ON THE SOLUTION OF AN EQUATION ARISING IN MBTS 9

8. On the choice of the bilinear formb

Equation (1), and thus its solution, depend only on the quadratic formb(t, t) := B(t ⊗ t); however,
there are different ways to extend it to a (nonnecessarily symmetric) bilinear formb(s, t). Namely,
for eachi and eachj 6= k, we may alter simultaneouslybijk andbikj , as long as their sum remains
invariant, and they both remain positive. For example, we may switch the two terms in every such pair,
obtaining the bilinear formbT (s, t) := b(t, s).

Some of the solution algorithms depend essentially on the choice of the bilinear extension: for
instance, the two versions of theorder algorithm. It is easy to see that (3) applied tobT coincides
with (4) applied tob, and vice versa. Instead, in the classical Newton’s method (6), the bilinear form
appears only in the expressionsb(xk, ·) + b(·, xk) andb(xk, xk), which are unaffected by this change.
Thus the classical Newton method stays the same no matter which bilinear extension we choose.

On the other hand, one can see that the Perron-vector based functional iteration and its Newton based
version do depend on the bilinear extension, and their convergence speed is affected by this choice.
The expression of the bilinear form ultimately reflects a modeling aspect of the problem. While in the
original definition of a branching process an individual splits into two new ones in two different states,
it is often convenient to identify one as the “mother” and oneas the “child”, even if this distinction is
artificial. In fact, we can safely redefine who is the mother and who is the child, as long as we do not
change the total probability that an individual in statei generates two offsprings in statesj andk. This
corresponds exactly to changing the bilinear formb in the described way.

Among the possibilities for the modifications ofb, we list the following.

Transposition bT (s, t) := b(t, s)

Symmetrization bS(s, t) := 1
2

(

b(s, t) + bT (s, t)
)

Desymmetrization 1

(bD1)ijk :=











bijk + bikj if j < k

bijk if j = k

0 if j > k

Desymmetrization 2

(bD2)ijk :=
(

bT
)D1

=











bijk + bikj if j > k

bijk if j = k

0 if j < k

In the following section, we report numerical experiments performed with the above bilinear extensions
and compare the computational times. We do not have a definitive result on which choice gives the
best convergence: as is the case with theorder algorithm, the optimal bilinear extension may vary in
different instances of the problem.

9. Numerical experiments

We performed numerical experiments to assess the speed of the proposed methods. The tests were
performed on a laptop (Intel Pentium M 735 1.70Ghz) with Matlab R2010a and considered two sample
parameter-dependent problems.
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Figure 1. CPU time vs. parameterλ for P1 — lower=better

P1 a small-size Markovian binary tree with branches of varyinglength, described in [5, Example 1].
It is an MBT of sizeN = 9 depending on a parameterλ, which is critical forλ ≈ 0.85 and
supercritical for larger values ofλ.

P2 a random-generated MBT of larger size (N = 100). It is created by generating a random bilinear
form b, choosing a suitablea so thata+ b(e, e) = Ke for someK, and then scaling botha andb
in order to eliminateK. We report the Matlab code used for its generation in Algorithm 2. Larger

input: the sizeN of the MBT and a parameter lambda> 0
e=ones(N,1);
rand(’ state ’,0) ;
b=rand(N,N∗N);
K=max(b∗kron(e,e))+lambda;
a=K∗e−b∗kron(e,e);
a=a/K;
b=b/K;

Algorithm 2: Generating a random MBT

choices of the parameterλ increase the values ofa, i.e., the probability of immediate death, and
thus enlarge the extinction probability making the processcloser to critical. WithN = 100, the
process is critical forλ ≈ 4920.

Figure 1 shows a plot of the computational times for classical Newton and the two Perron vector-
based methods for different values of the parameterλ. Depth, order and thicknesses are not reported in
the graph as they are much slower than these methods, as also shown by the experiments in [5]. While
in close-to-critical cases the time for CN has a spike, the ones for PN and PI seems to decrease. While

Copyright c© 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Numer. Linear Algebra Appl.2000;00:1–6
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Figure 2. CPU time vs. parameterλ for P2
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Figure 3. Number of steps needed for the Perron iteration forP1 with several variants of the bilinear form

having in theory worse convergence properties, the Perron iteration is faster than the Perron Newton
method: the additional overhead of the pseudoinverse and ofthe computation of both left and right
dominant eigenvector more than offsets the increased convergence rate.

Figure 2 shows the corresponding plot for the larger problemP2. We point out that two different
methods were used to compute the Perron vectors in the two problems. For P2, we use eigs, which is
based on an Arnoldi method [8]. On the other hand, for P1, due to the really small size of the problem,
it is faster to compute a full eigenvector basis with eig and then select the Perron vector.

With this choice, both the Perron iteration and Perron–Newton method are faster than the classical
Newton method on this larger-size problem, in the close-to-critical region.
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Figure 4. Number of steps needed for the Perron iteration forP2/ with several variants of the bilinear form

Figure 3 reports the number of iteration (which essentiallygrows as the CPU time) for the Perron
iteration on P1 with several alternative bilinear forms equivalent to b. We see that among the two
possible “branch switches”, in this example the iteration with b converges faster than the one withbT .
Clearly this cannot be a general result: due to the involutory nature of this transposition operation, if
we started with̃b := bT , then the faster choice would have beenb̃T = (bT )T = b. Thus we cannot infer
a rule for telling which of the two is preferable. Similarly,it is impossible to do a proper comparison
amongbD1 andBD2. On the other hand, an interesting result is that the performance of the iteration
with bS seems to be on par with the better of the two.

Figure 4 reports the same comparison for the problem P2. The results are less pronounced than on
the previous example: since the entries of the bilinear formb are generated randomly, the difference
between the “left” and “right” branches of the binary tree should be less marked than in P1, where the
two directions are intentionally unbalanced. Nevertheless, the symmetrized bilinear form consistently
yields slightly lower iteration counts.

Therefore, based on these results, we suggest to apply the Perron iteration and Newton methods on
the symmetrized bilinear form instead of the original one.

10. Conclusions

In this paper we presented several possible implementationvariants of the Perron vector-based iteration
introduced in [1]. A Newton method based on the same formulation of the problem is slightly less
effective than the original iteration, although it maintains the same good convergence properties
for close-to-critical problems. Moreover, we highlight the fact that there is a family of possible
modifications to the bilinear formb that alter the form of solution algorithms, but not the original
equation (1) and its solution. One of these modifications, the symmetrization, seems to achieve better
results than the original formulation of the numerical algorithms.

Moreover, we present a couple of theoretical results on quadratic vector equations that show how
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to ensure that the obtained solution is the desired one, and how to deal with the problems in which an
irreducibility assumption is not satisfied.
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